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Abstract: The term Data mining refer to elicit information to identify patterns, trends, and useful data it can be allow 

the business to take the data directed decision from immense set of data is called data mining. Data mining is take 

advantage of complicated mathematical problems or methods for part and assesses the probability of future events. It’s 

also called Knowledge Discovery of Data (KDD).Data mining providing investigating hide pattern of guidance to various 

outlook and classification into useful data, which is gathered in specific areas like as data warehouses, efficient 

analysis, data mining algorithm, helping decision making and other data requirement to eventually cost-cutting and 

generating revenue. This paper aims to overview the basic characteristics of Data Mining and how it will work and we 

proposed four more Methods to exalt performance. 
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1. Introduction 

The state of the art, data mining  is everywhere, all 

the business sector are computerized, so each and 

every seconds they produce large amount of data, 

these data’s can help in decision making and 

problem solving, which its requires more 

advanced storage and processing systems to extra 

knowledge from those gathered data. So all the 

establishment has the greatest challenges for 

managing these huge set of data. The statistical 

beginnings of data mining were set into motion 

by Bayes’ Theorem in 1763 and discovery 

of regression analysis in 1805. Through the Turing 

Universal Machine (1936), the discovery 

of Neural Networks (1943), the development 

of databases (1970s)and genetic 

algorithms (1975), and Knowledge Discovery in 

Databases (1989), the stage was set for our 

modern understanding of what data mining is 

today. And, as the growth of computer processors, 

data storage, and technology exploded during the 

1990s and 2000s, data mining became not only 

more powerful, but also more prolific in all kinds 

of situations. In 2003, the book Money 

ball introduced data mining to a much broader 

audience through the story of a professional 

baseball team’s analytics-driven approach to roster 

building. Now, with companies employing big 

data solutions in a growing variety of situations, 

data mining plays a critical role in countless 

industries. In this paper we are going to see how 

the Data Mining will handle this vast amount of 

data and we proposed four Methods Performance.  

2. Sources of Data 

Files, Binary form with a structure that can be easily 

extracted by data mining algorithms. ... 

 Relational Databases. ... 

 Data Warehouse. ... 

 Transactional Databases. ... 

 Multimedia Databases. ... 

 Spatial Database. ... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bayes-theorem.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/least-squares-method.asp#:~:text=The%20%22least%20squares%22%20method%20is,relationship%20between%20the%20data%20points.
http://www.rutherfordjournal.org/article040101.html
http://www.rutherfordjournal.org/article040101.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2591759/artificial-neural-networks.html#:~:text=The%20first%20artificial%20neural%20network,ANNs%20to%20study%20human%20cognition.
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2016/7/204036-how-charles-bachman-invented-the-dbms-a-foundation-of-our-digital-world/fulltext
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/25827/knowledge-discovery-in-databases-kdd
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/25827/knowledge-discovery-in-databases-kdd
https://www.amazon.com/Moneyball-Art-Winning-Unfair-Game/dp/0393324818
https://www.amazon.com/Moneyball-Art-Winning-Unfair-Game/dp/0393324818


 Time-series Databases. ... 

 WWW. 

3. Types of Data Mining 

It has two basic parts that are as following: 

1. Predictive Data Mining Analysis 

2. Descriptive Data Mining Analysis 

Predictive Data Mining Analysis: It analysis works on the 

data that may help in business. Predictive Data-Mining can 

also divided into four categories that are listed below: 

 Classification Analysis 

 Regression Analysis 

 Time Serious Analysis 

 Prediction Analysis 

Descriptive Data Mining Analysis: To summarize or turn 

given data into relevant information. It can also divide into 

four types that are as follows: 

 Clustering Analysis 

 Summarization Analysis 

 Association Rules Analysis 

 Sequence Discovery Analysis 

 

4.  

5.  

6.  

 

4. Overview of Data Mining 

  

The data mining process is usually the following steps. 

4.1 Understand the Business 

This stage makes a understanding of the project at your 

hand, the current business metric for success.  

4.2 Understanding the data 

Once if you have cleared format the project and business 

goals, next it will be comes all the relevant information 

data that will be to solve all the problems. This all data is 

collected from all the database sources like cloud storage 

and soils.  

4.3 Preparing the data 

 

We can collect all data from the sources; next it will be 

prepared the data. The main objective is to bring all the 

data is standardized format. Its carry out future processes. 

4.4 Modeling  

All the information is used to various develop and behavior 

model. Like marketing, customer, and modeling data. 

These consumer lines are used for modeling campaign. It’s 

used to artificial intelligence. 

4.5 Evaluation 

It is evaluate the proper information is proceed, actually 

what they understand this model. There are various tools 

used. Like charts, bar charts, scatter plots. 

4.6 Deployment 

The deployment is applied for new information to previous 

cause. These model for used in sequence manner. Finally 

we get new models for getting results in future. 
 

5. Data Mining Applications 

 Telecommunications and credit card companies. 

 Insurance companies/stock exchanges – apply data-

mining techniques to reduce fraud 

 Medical applications – to predict the effectiveness of 

surgical procedures, medical tests or medications. 

 Retailers – data mining helps in to identify which 

promotion and coupon to be applied and which product 

to be stored. 



 Pharmaceutical firms 

 

6. Characteristics of Data Mining 

1. Increased quantities of data 

2. Provides incomplete data 

3. Complicated data structure 

 

 Large quantities of data: The huge volume of data 

is to be analyzed by technically .e.g. satellite 

information, credit card transactions etc. 

 Incomplete data: Infinite data  

  Various data stored in consequence systems. 
 

7. Data Mining Techniques 

 

Data mining is used to various algorithms and techniques 

to convert huge amount of data and its output. 

7.1 The association rules: 

The association rules for company's sales history to see the 

products are purchased simultaneously. This information 

can be stored to plan, promote and forecast. 

7.2 Classification: 

Its predefined classes to assign to objects. These classes 

are explaining about the characteristics o items .this data 

mining techniques for understanding the summarized data. 

 
7.3 Clustering 

 

It’s similar to classification. While classification may be 

result in groups. Such as “shampoo", "conditioner", "soap", 

and "toothpaste", the clustering may identify groups such 

as "hair care" and "dental health". 

7.4 Neural networks  

This process is used to nodes. These nodes are compressed 

the data (similar to how the human brain is interconnected) 

7.5 Regression Analysis 

 It’s the historical information to build the mathematical 

models to future outcomes. This techniques main aim is to 

supporting an unknown figure in future on current data. 

8. Benefits of Data Mining 

 How the problems are identify, and that problem 

are related how to apply the solution. The data 

mining helpful to business and more beneficial 

and efficient. 

 The data mining overall process is used new 

applications.  

 Data mining techniques can help company to 

detect and check cheating. 



 Data mining techniques   can help to improve their 

customer service and increase customer 

satisfaction. 

Data mining techniques also have some 

disadvantages, 

 This technique can be very difficult but it has 

special knowledge and experience need 

implement. 

 The data mining software is work to difficult and 

it needed training to work.so to select correct data 

mining tool is very difficult one. 

 This techniques not accurate , so this techniques 

cause  is consequences in conditions 

 

9.  How Data Mining Works 

This techniques are involves to analyzing large block of 

information to draw patterns. It’s used a various way, 

like marketing, credit management, fraud, spam email. 
The data mining process into four steps. 

 Start with historical data 

 Analyze the data  

 Write rules 

 Apply the rules 

10.  Future Scope 

Finally the data mining understand - computing, neural 

networks, machine learning- so more powerful, and less 

cost to use. Overall data mining's future is it will be 

improving more and more, kinds of business to used 
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